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Effect of the slow transient phenomenon of a synaptic modification
on vestibulo-ocular reflex adaptation

K. Tsusaka
Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, Nagoya University, Chikusaku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

~Received 27 August 1997; revised manuscript received 7 November 1997!

According to the experimental studies, the duration of the transient phenomenon of the synaptic modification
involved in vestibulo-ocular reflex~VOR! adaptation lasts considerably long after the synaptic inputs. In the
present article, effect of the transient phenomenon on VOR adaptation is studied by incorporating the transient
phenomenon into the cerebellar model proposed by Fujita. In the present extended model, it is assumed that the
synaptic modification is a modification of the concentrations of reactants and products for a certain reaction.
The synaptic efficacy is given by the concentration of products. The model of reaction includes the supply of
reactants and flux of reactants and products out of the reaction system. The supply of reactants is induced by
correlation between two different types of input signals, which has been considered to be proportional to the
amount of the synaptic modification at the moment. The flux produces natural recovery of the synaptic
modification, which was observed in experiments. The simulation results suggest that VOR adaptation takes
two types of courses according to the efficiency of the reactant supply to the synaptic inputs under the slow
transient phenomenon of the synaptic modification. The present extended model gives approaches to control
mechanisms of VOR adaptation.@S1063-651X~98!06005-X#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.22.Jb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vestibulo-ocular reflex~VOR! produces eye move
ments compensatory for head rotation, stabilizing retinal
ages of the visual surround. A schematic diagram of the n
ral circuit for the VOR is shown in Fig. 1. The semicircul
canals sense head rotation and send output signals pro
tional to the head angular velocity. The output signals
carried to the eye muscles via the vestibular nucleus
move the eyeballs in the opposite direction to head rotat
When there is retinal image slip, VOR adaptation is induc
to reduce the retinal image slip. VOR adaptation is cons
ered to be induced by synaptic modifications of para
fiber-Purkinje cell transmission in the cerebellar cortex@1#.
Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex receive the sign
from the semicircular canals via parallel fibers and the inf
mation of retinal image slip via climbing fibers, and the
send inhibitory signals to the vestibular nucleus; the cere
lar cortex forms a side path to the VOR arc. The correlat
between the parallel fiber input and the climbing fiber inp
induces the synaptic modification of parallel fiber-Purkin
cell transmission.

Based on these facts, Fujita proposed an adaptive fi
model of the cerebellum and applied it to VOR adaptat
@2,3#. In this model, the cerebellum performs a filtering a
tion of a phase lead or lag compensator to the output sig
and has a learning capability to realize an optimum filter
function. It was shown that characteristics of VOR adap
tion were successfully simulated, using the adaptive fi
model, except for such problems as we discuss in the pre
article.

On the other hand, the previous experimental data on
modification of the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse in
cate that the transient phenomenon of the synaptic modi
tion lasts several tens of minutes after the synaptic inp
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5908~6!/$15.00
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@4,5#. This time is much longer than the time duration of t
synaptic inputs required for the synaptic modification: t
synaptic modifications in the experiments by Sakurai w
induced by conjunctive climbing fiber-parallel fiber stimul
tion at 4 Hz for 25 s or parallel fiber stimulation at 4 Hz fo
25 s@5#. Accordingly, the input signals continue to arrive
the synapse in the middle of the transient phenomenon of
synaptic modification. Thus, it seems that the informat
about the synaptic efficacy in the middle of the transie
phenomenon has important an effect on the process of V
adaptation. However, Fujita’s model of the synaptic mod
cation disregards the transient phenomenon. The pre
study will attempt to incorporate the transient phenomen
into Fujita’s model and consider its effect on VOR adap
tion.

II. METHODS

To begin with, Fujita’s adaptive filter model is describe
@2,3#. Neuronal signals are represented by deviations of

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the neural circuit for the VO
SCC: semicircular canals, VN: vestibular nucleus, MF: mossy fib
GC: granule cell, PF: parallel fiber, PC: Purkinje cell, CF: climbi
fiber, IO: inferior olive,xj (t): parallel fiber input signal~the sub-
script j represents one of many parallel fiber inputs to a sin
Purkinje cell!, y(t): Purkinje cell output signal,z(t): climbing fiber
input signal.
5908 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5909EFFECT OF THE SLOW TRANSIENT PHENOMENON OF . . .
charge rates from the spontaneous discharge rates.
Purkinje cell output~at timet) y(t) is assumed to be a linea
weighted summation of its parallel fiber inputsxj (t):

y~ t !5(
j 51

L

wj~ t !xj~ t !, ~1!

wherewj (t) is the efficacy of thej th parallel fiber-Purkinje
cell synapse andL represents the number of parallel fibe
Purkinje cell synapses. The model includes a single Purk
cell and soy(t) has no subscript. The modification of th
parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse is described as

dwj~ t !

dt
52ez~ t !@xj~ t !1x0#, ~2!

wheree is a sufficiently small positive constant,z(t) is the
climbing fiber input, andx0 denotes the spontaneous d
charge rate of the parallel fiber. In practical computatio
the changes inwj (t) are calculated at regular intervals~rep-
resented byT):

wj~ t !2wj~nT2Dt !50 for t5nT, ~3!

wj~ t !2wj~nT2Dt !52eE
~n21!T

nT

z~ t8!@xj~ t8!1x0#dt8

for nT,t,~n11!T, ~4!

where n denotes an integral number and 0,Dt,T. The
climbing fiber inputz(t) is defined by

z~ t !5y~ t !2c~ t !, ~5!

wherec(t) is the Purkinje cell output to perfectly stabiliz
the retinal image. This model involves no recovery of t
synaptic efficacy change, whereas the recovery was obse
in experiments@4,5#.

If the angular velocity of horizontal head rotationvH(t)
is sinusoidal~with the normalized amplitude!:

vH~ t !5Re@eivt#

[Re@H~v,t !#, ~6!

where v denotes the angular frequency of the sinusoi
head rotation andH(v,t) denotes the complex represent
tion of the sinusoidal head angular velocity:H(v,t)
5exp(ivt), thenxj (t), y(t), c(t) and the angular velocity o
eye rotationvE(t) are expressed as

xj~ t !5ReF1

2S aj2
2

21 ivTg
DGc~v!H~v,t !G , ~7!

y~ t !5ReF1

2
Gf~v!Gc~v!H~v,t !G , ~8!

c~ t !5ReF S 1

2
Gc~v!2

1

G1~v! DH~v,t !G , ~9!
he

je

,

ed

l

vE~ t !5ReF2
1

2
G1~v!Gc~v!@12Gf~v!#H~v,t !G ,

~10!

where

Gc~v!5
ivTc

11 ivTc
, ~11!

Gf~v!5(
j 51

L

wj~ t !S aj2
2

21 ivTg
D , ~12!

G1~v!5S 12
kA

11 ivTo
D 21

, ~13!

Tg54 ~s!, Tc55.7 ~s!, To57 ~s!, k50.96,A50.8, andaj ’s
are constants and take values from 0.4 to 1.6. For horizo
sinusoidal head rotation, the perfect VOR has a gain~eye
angular velocity amplitude/head angular velocity amplitud!
of 1.0 and a phase~of eye angular velocity relative to hea
angular velocity! of p ~rad!. VOR gain and phase will be
expressed by the complex representationE(v,t): E(v,t)
521 in this case. From Eq.~10!, E(v,t) is defined by

E~v,t !52 1
2 G1~v!Gc~v!@12Gf~v!#. ~14!

When vision is horizontally reversed by wearing left-rig
reversing prisms, the normal perfect VOR causes retinal
age slip twice the head angular velocity and conseque
VOR adaptation is induced. In this casec(t) is expressed as

c~ t !5ReF S 1

2
Gc~v!1

1

G1~v! DH~v,t !G . ~15!

The improved perfect VOR, the VOR when adaptation
vision reversal is complete, has a gain of 1.0 and a phas
0 ~rad!: E(v,t)51. With subsequent removal of the prism
VOR gain and phase return to the normal value; in the re
aptation processc(t) is expressed as Eq.~9!. In the follow-
ing, we will mainly take up the adaptation process wh
wearing the prisms. Figure 2 shows the simulation results
VOR adaptation associated with the prisms by Fujit

FIG. 2. Simulation results of VOR adaptation associated w
left-right reversing prisms by Fujita’s model.eTL/450.1. The
numbers at data points inv5p/5 ~rad/s! indicate the times from the
starting point~unit T). The times of data points inv5p/3 ~rad/s!
andv5p/2 ~rad/s! are the same as the corresponding data point
v5p/5 ~rad/s!. The initial ratio of the attenuation of VOR gain t
the phase decrease increases withv.
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5910 57K. TSUSAKA
model, and Fig. 3 shows the experimental data of the V
gain and phase changes during adaptation to the prisms
readaptation after removal of the prisms by Gonshor
Melvill Jones@6#. In the simulations, it is assumed that th
time required for VOR adaptation is much longer than
signal period and phases ofxj (t)’s relative tovH(t) are uni-
formly distributed between their minimum and maximu
and, for simplicity, gains ofxj (t)’s relative to vH(t) are
replaced with 1. The phase and the gain are given, from
~7!, by arg$@aj22/(21 ivTg)#Gc(v)/2% and u@aj22/(2
1 ivTg)#Gc(v)/2u, respectively. The initial attenuation an
the following recovery of gain with decreasing phase in F
2 are in good agreement with Fig. 3. However, the improv
perfect VOR as in Fig. 2 has not been observed@6–9#, and
also the simulation by using Fujita’s model cannot reprod
the recovery of the adaptively modified VOR observed wh
the subject’s head was immobilized in the dark@7,8#.

Then, we incorporate the transient phenomenon i
Fujita’s model of the synaptic modification. In order to sim
plify modeling, let us consider the synaptic modification
be a modification of the concentrations of reactants and p
ucts for a certain reaction. The concentrations of reacta
and products of thej th synapse are designated byCj (t) and
C8 j (t), respectively. The synaptic efficacywj (t) is propor-
tional to C8 j (t):

awj~ t ![C8 j~ t !, ~16!

wherea is a formal constant for the connection between
synaptic efficacy and the concentration of products. It is
sumed that the reactants are supplied atT8 intervals by the
correlation between the parallel fiber inputxj (t) and the
climbing fiber inputz(t), such that

FIG. 3. Experimental data of the VOR gain and phase chan
during adaptation to left-right reversing prisms and readapta
after removal of the prisms, reconstructed from Table I of Gons
and Melvill Jones@6# by the author.v5p/3 ~rad/s!. The broken
line shows all the original data, and the solid line is presented
make it easy to see the characteristics of the adaptation to
prisms. The large numbers at data points indicate the numbe
days spent after wearing the prisms and the small ones indicat
numbers of days after removal of the prisms. The large numbe
1, 2, 5, 8, 14, 16, and 26~small number 0! correspond to
2A(day)/11(time), 3A/10, 4/10, 7A/10, 10A/10, 16B/17, 18/11,
and 28B/15 and the small ones 1, 3, and 21 to 29A/14, 31B/17,
49/13 in Table I.
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DCj~nT8![2ae8E
~n21!T8

nT8
z~ t8!@xj~ t8!1x0#dt8

for n51, . . . , ~17!

where DCj (nT8) denotes the amount of concentratio
change of reactants by supply att5nT8, a is the above
formal constant, ande8 denotes efficiency of the reactan
supply to the synaptic inputs.t50 is the starting point for
the synaptic modification. Furthermore, it is assumed that
reaction includes flux of reactants and products out of
reaction system. For simplicity, we assume that the flux
time t is proportional to the difference in concentrations b
tweent and the beginning, which is similar in form to diffu
sion through a thin membrane.

Biological bases of the present extended model are
follows. Recent experiments suggest that Ca21 inflow into
the Purkinje cell, which is evoked by the climbing fiber in
put, would trigger the synaptic modification@10,11#. One
possibility to link the Ca21 inflow to the synaptic modifica-
tion on the basis of current knowledge of synaptic transm
sion is that the Ca21 inflow enhances the cGMP level in th
Purkinje cell and the transmitter receptors at parallel fib
Purkinje cell synapses will be desensitized under conjo
influences of cGMP from the inside and the transmitt
from the outside@11#. On these bases, we could consider t
reactants as the mixture of Ca21 ions and the transmitter
and the products as the changed receptors; the flux of
reactants could be considered as the diffusion of Ca21 ions
through membrane pumps, etc. and that of the transmit
out of the synapse. Whereas the products, that is,
changed receptors, might have no flux, this alteration wo
make no essential change to the present results.

The flux of the reactants or the products naturally p
duces the recovery of the synaptic modification, therefo
that of the VOR after adaptation to the prisms. The condit
that the subject’s head is immobilized in the dark cor
sponds to xj (t)5z(t)50 in the present model. Hence
DCj (t)50 during the recovery period. Figure 4 shows t
simulation result of the recovery of the adaptively modifi
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FIG. 4. Simulation result of the recovery of the VOR after a
aptation to left-right reversing prisms by the present exten
model. v5p/3 ~rad/s!, e8T8L/450.1, kprT852, krpT85krT8
5kpT850.002. The numbers at data points indicate the times fr
the starting point~unit T8). The closed circle at time 20 indicate
the arrival point of VOR adaptation to the prisms. Beyond that po
xj (t)5z(t)50. The broken line represents the adaptation cou
with v5p/3 ~rad/s! in Fig. 2.
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57 5911EFFECT OF THE SLOW TRANSIENT PHENOMENON OF . . .
VOR obtained by the present extended model. After
VOR gain and phase changes up to the closed circle w
adaptation to the prisms, it recovers straight to the origi
level. The straight recovery is due to a characteristic of
present model that the flux of reactants or products is p
portional to a deviation of the concentration from the init
concentration. The rate equations of the present reaction
given by

dCj~ t !

dt
52~kpr1kr !@Cj~ t !2Cj~0!#1krp@C8 j~ t !2C8 j~0!#

1F~ t !, ~18!

dC8 j~ t !

dt
5kpr@Cj~ t !2Cj~0!#2~krp1kp!@C8 j~ t !2C8 j~0!#,

~19!

F~ t ![(
k51

n

d~ t2kT8!DCj~kT8! for nT8<t,~n11!T8,

~20!

whereCj (0) andC8 j (0) are the initial values ofCj (t) and
C8 j (t), kpr is a forward reaction rate constant,krp is a re-
verse reaction rate constant,kr@Cj (t)2Cj (0)# and
kp@C8 j (t)2C8 j (0)# are the magnitudes of the flux of rea
tants and products, andd(•) is the Dirac delta function.

Whenkrp5kr5kp50, Eqs.~18! and ~19! reduce to

dCj~ t !

dt
52kpr@Cj~ t !2Cj~0!#1F~ t !, ~21!

and

dC8 j~ t !

dt
5kpr@Cj~ t !2Cj~0!#. ~22!

From Eqs.~21! and ~20! we derive

Cj~ t !2Cj~0!5 (
k51

n

u~ t2kT8!e2kpr~ t2kT8!DCj~kT8!,

~23!

whereu(•) is the Heaviside step function. Inserting Eq.~23!
into Eq. ~22! and using Eqs.~16! and ~17! we obtain

wj~ t !2wj~nT82Dt !

52e8(
k51

n

u~ t2kT8!~12e2kpr~ t2kT8!!

3E
~k21!T8

kT8
z~ t8!@xj~ t8!1x0#dt8

1e8(
k51

n21

u~nT82kT82Dt !~12e2kpr~nT82kT82Dt !!

3E
~k21!T8

kT8
z~ t8!@xj~ t8!1x0#dt8, ~24!

where 0,Dt,T8. Taking the limit ofkpr→` we find
e
th
l
e
-

l
re

wj~ t !2wj~nT82Dt !50 for t5nT8, ~25!

wj~ t !2wj~nT82Dt !52e8E
~n21!T8

nT8
z~ t8!@xj~ t8!1x0#dt8

for nT8,t,~n11!T8. ~26!

This result is equivalent to Eqs.~3! and ~4!. Thus, we can
conclude that the present extended model returns to Fuj
model askrp5kr5kp50 andkpr→`.

III. RESULTS

We are now concerned with the case where the trans
phenomenon of the synaptic modification is much long
than the signal period:v/kpr.2p ~rad!. In this case, the
simulation results of VOR adaptation can be divided into t
types according to the magnitude ofe8: the efficiency of the
reactant supply to the synaptic inputs. Figures 5~a! and 5~b!
show the two typical results for adaptation to left-right r
versing prisms. Ase8 becomes greater, the simulation res
transforms from thea type into theb type. In the simula-
tions, it is assumed thatT8 is much longer than the signa
period, that is, the reactant supply requires the synaptic

FIG. 5. Simulation results of VOR adaptation associated w
left-right reversing prisms by the present extended model.~a!
e8T8L/450.01, kprT850.1, krpT85krT85kpT850.002. ~b!
e8T8L/450.1, kprT850.1, krpT85krT85kpT850.002. The num-
bers at data points inv5p/5 ~rad/s! indicate the times from the
starting point~unit T8). The times of data points inv5p/3 ~rad/s!
andv5p/2 ~rad/s! are the same as the corresponding data point
v5p/5 ~rad/s!. The broken lines represent the adaptation course
Fig. 2.
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5912 57K. TSUSAKA
puts of much longer duration than the signal period. T
assumption can be a good approximation because varia
of the synaptic efficacy with time is sufficiently slow. Whil
the adaptation process in Fig. 5~b! ends off on the way with
oscillation, that in Fig. 5~a! ends off on the way withou
oscillation. The oscillation is caused by the accumulation
an extra supply of reactants, induced by the slow trans
phenomenon of the synaptic modification. This effect dis
pears ase8 becomes smaller. On the other hand, it is due
the reverse reaction and the flux of reactants or products
the adaptation process ends off on the way. Especially,
adaptation course with the flux deviates inside that reach
to the improved perfect VOR. The adaptation course with
the flux is along that reachable to the improved perfect VO
as Fig. 6 shows. The tendency in Figs. 5 and 6 for the ini
ratio of the attenuation of VOR gain to the phase decreas
increase withv is the same as Fig. 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

As Fujita himself stated@3#, one problem of Fujita’s adap
tive filter model is that Eq.~2! contains no natural attenua
tion property. The present extended model provides one
scription for this problem and produces natural recovery
the adaptively modified VOR. In addition, the model giv
the following vision of VOR adaptation. If the adaptatio
course has oscillation, it might be because the efficiency
the reactant supply to the synaptic inputs is high. Wher
there is no satisfactory evidence of the oscillation, it w
reported that a VOR phase fluctuates throughout the ada
tion course@6,8,9#. On the other hand, if the adaptatio
course has no oscillation, it might suggest that the efficie
of the reactant supply to the synaptic inputs is controlled
be so low as to mask the effect of the slow transient p
nomenon of the synaptic modification, that is, the accumu
tion of extra supply of reactants. The evidence for suc
control mechanism as masks extra information and extr
only meaningful one was discovered in the primary vis
cortex @12#.

The adaptive processes by Fujita’s model certainly re

FIG. 6. Simulation results of VOR adaptation associated w
left-right reversing prisms by the present extended model whene8
is sufficiently small and the flux of reactants and products does
exist. e8T8L/450.01, kprT850.1, krpT850.002, krT85kpT850.
The numbers at data points inv5p/5 ~rad/s! indicate the times
from the starting point~unit T8). The times of data points inv
5p/3 ~rad/s! andv5p/2 ~rad/s! are the same as the correspondi
data points inv5p/5 ~rad/s!. The broken lines represent the ada
tation courses in Fig. 2.
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maximum adaptation, but maximum adaptation to the pris
was not observed in previous experiments@6–9#. According
to the present model, the reverse reaction and the flux
reactants or products stop the adaptive change assoc
with the prisms on the way, and the latter deviates the ad
tation course inside that reachable to the improved per
VOR. These give new ways to understand that the maxim
adaptation was not observed and the adaptation proce
seem to have stopped in the low-gain state@6–9#. The dif-
ference between the effect of the reverse reaction and th
the flux of reactants or products is distinguishable, as m
tioned above. On the other hand, the readaptation co
with normal vision is along that reachable to the norm
perfect VOR owing to the form ofCj (t)2Cj (0) and
C8 j (t)2C8 j (0) in Eqs.~18! and~19!. The readaptation pro
cess with the flux always reaches the normal perfect VO

It was reported that adaptation rapidly acquired
bounded during periods without visual-vestibular activity,
Fig. 4 shows, but after long-term adaptive regulation t
rebound disappeared and the adaptation appeared relat
permanent@7,8#. If the adaptation becomes really permane
it would implicate thatCj (0) andC8 j (0) in Eqs.~18! and
~19! must be replaced with the values for the permanent s
or kr andkp in Eqs.~18! and ~19! must be replaced with 0
These seem to produce further adaptation and eventually
improved perfect VOR. To resolve this problem, further e
periments are needed.

Previous experimental data show the transition ofE(v,t)
during readaptation to normal vision is faster than that dur
adaptation to reversed vision@6,9#. Fujita suggested thate
may have varied in above two cases@3#. On the other hand
the present extended model suggests two possibilities. O
that the efficiency of the reactant supply to the synaptic
puts (e8) or the reaction rate (kpr , krp , kr , kp) varies in the
above two cases. The other is that the flux accelerates
readaptation process.

It was reported that the adaptive changes in VOR gain
phase after wearing of the prisms were very sensitive tov
@8#. After 3 weeks both the gain and the phase lag relative
the normal perfect VOR decreased withv, and after 7 weeks
the gain decreased but the phase lag increased withv. How-
ever, the present simulation results, including those by F
ta’s model, do not show such dependences onv. This dis-
crepancy may be because the factors such as the efficien
the reactant supply to the synaptic inputs vary according
v, but it may be due to nonlinear properties of the VOR.
fact, the VOR has been known to be nonlinear and the r
tionship between the eye velocity and the head velocity
generally nonlinear@13#. However, we have not discusse
the nonlinearities in the present article. Future studies
expected to consider those.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present extended model gives the following vision
VOR adaptation. If the efficiency of the reactant supply
the synaptic inputs, involved in the synaptic modification,
sufficiently high, the adaptation course would oscillate due
extra information by the slow transient phenomenon of
synaptic modification. However, if the efficiency is co
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57 5913EFFECT OF THE SLOW TRANSIENT PHENOMENON OF . . .
trolled to be so low to mask the extra information, the ad
tation course would not oscillate.

On the other hand, if the mechanism of synaptic mod
cation involves the reverse reaction and the flux of reacta
or products, the adaptive change associated with left-r
reversing prisms would end off on the way, and the adap
tion course with the flux would deviate inside that reacha
to the improved perfect VOR. These give new ways to u
-

-
ts
ht
a-
e
-

derstand that the maximum adaptation was not observe
previous experiments.
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